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EDITOR'S OPINION 
# 

Fluoridation, Gevernor Brown, thetstock market; the 
Democratic Party, the Dodgers, and the impregnabil- 
ity of the Warren Report all ended the year 1966 with 
a whimper. C, Vann Woodward, in a provocative 
article in Harpers, suggested that even the civil rights 
movement may be approaching the final whimper of 
what he. terms The Secand Reconstruction. The only 
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RANDOM BOOK NOTES 

on a 3 «+ . _ * 
Millie Hunter, Resolutions ‘End Edvcation So-chai 
and our immediate past president, has called our « 
tion to the January 1967 issue of Ramparts which ¢ 
ries an article and several pages of color photogra 
on the children of Vietnam. Not recommended fo 
those with queasy stomachs. 
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* JANUARY GENERAL MEETING * 
* * 
* TOPIC: "THE WARREN REPORT REVISITED * 
* -- A DISCUSSION" * 
* 

* 

* DISCUSSANTS: Prof. Wesley J. Liebler, * 
* UCLA School of Law, and * 
* _an anti-Commission dis- * 
* cussant to be announced * 
* 

* 

* DATE/TIME: = Wednesday, January 18th, * 
* at 8:15 p.m. * 
* . * 

* PLACE: - The,Mulholland Club) + = ** 
* 2 2300,Crest View Drive * 
* 

* 
4 

Professor Liebler served as an assistant counsel to the 
Warren Commission and will debate Mark Lane at 
UCLA on January 25th. For the past two years, he 
has been a professor at the UCLA School of Law, 
specializing in antitrus$ and gorporate law. A grad- 
uate of the University of Chicago School of Law, he 
practiced with the New York firm of Carter, Led- 
yard & Milburn before coming to California, 

Raymond Marcus -- author of "The Bastard Bullet -- 
A Search for Legitimacy for Commission Exhibit 399" 
who arranged several of Mark Lane's Los Angeles 
appearances two years ago and who specializes in 
the analysis of photographic evidence, including 
the Zapruder film -- initially agreed to appear on 
the program with Professor Liebler, but withdrew as 
THE DEMOCRAT went to press. Efforts are being 
made to secure another anti-Commission discussant 
for the meeting. 

Please note that this meeting is being held on a Wed- 
nesday, instead of our usual Tuesday, in order to a- 
void conflict with a previously-scheduled Wonder- 
land PTA meeting on January 17th. 


